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Abstract 
Arhangel’skii, A.V., Cleavability over reals, Topology and its Applications 48 (1992) 163-178. 
A space X is called cleavable over the space Iw of real numbers if for every subset A c X there 
exists a continuous mappingf: X + Iw such thatf(A) nf(X\A) = ld. It is shown that every compact 
space which is cleavable over R is homeomorphic to a subspace of R. Other results involving 
cleavability are obtained. 
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Introduction 
We denote by Iw the space of all real numbers provided with the usual topology; 
Nt is the set of all positive integers; a space means a topological space. A connected 
set is called trivial if it is empty or consists of one point. We write ind(X) =0 and 
say that X is zero dimensional if X # 0 and there exists a base in X consisting of 
open and closed sets. 
A space X is called cleavable over a space Y if for any AC X there exists a 
continuous mapping f: X + Y such that the sets f(A) and f(X\A) are disjoint. It 
is clear that the last condition can be replaced by the following one: A =f-‘(f(A)). 
Various types of cleavability were introduced in [ 1,3]. In particular a space X is 
said to be cleavable over a class P of spaces if for every subset AC X there exist 
a space YE CP and a continuous mapping f: X+ Y such that A =f-‘(f(A)). A 
space X is called cleavable over a space Y along a subset A of X if there exists a 
continuous mapping f: X + Y such that A =f-‘(f(A)). A space is cleavable if it is 
cleavable over the class of all separable metrizable spaces. 
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In this paper we are first of all interested in compact spaces cleavable over the 
space R. Some of the results obtained remain valid for compact spaces cleavable 
over any LOTS-recall that a space X is called a LOTS if it is a linearly ordered 
topological space. We denote by .Y the class of all linearly ordered topological 
spaces. A continuum will be a compact connected Hausdorff space, and not 
necessarily metrizable. 
I am very grateful to Peter Collins for his helpful comments on this paper. 
1. Some general facts 
It is easy to prove that if a space X is cleavable over a Hausdorff space, then X 
is also Hausdorff. Here is a slightly more general assertion: 
Proposition 1.1. If a space X is cleavable over the class 2, then X is Hausdor- 
Corollary 1.2. Every space X which is cleavable over R is Hausdorg 
The following assertion is also almost obvious: 
Proposition 1.3. If X is cleavable over R, then every compact subset of X is G6 in X. 
Corollary 1.4. Zf a space X is cleavable over R, then all singletons in X are G,s in X. 
The following question, related to Corollary 1.4, is open: 
Problem 1.5. Let X be a (Tychonoff) space cleavable over R. Is it true that the 
diagonal of X is G, in XXX? 
Our next assertion is one of our key technical results. 
Proposition 1.6. Let a space X be cleavable over R along a connected subset A of X. 
Then A is open in its closure A. 
Proof. We fix a continuous mapping I$ : X + 53 such that A = +-‘(+(A)). Then +(A) 
is a connected subset of R. Hence 4(A) is open in its closure in R. 
It follows that the set A = q!-‘( 4(A)) is open in the space 4-*(4(A)). Taking 
into account that AC AC +-‘(+(A)) we conclude that A is open in A. 0 
This argument remains valid if instead of R we take any LOTS. We can also take 
instead of R the usual circumference. A general assertion can be formulated with 
the help of the following new concept: 
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Let us say that a space X is c-simple if every connected subset A of X is open 
in its closure A in X. Obviously the space R! is c-simple as well as every LOTS. The 
circumference is also c-simple. On the other hand the square I2 is not c-simple: 
there exists a dense connected subset of I2 which is not open in Z*. Here is a general 
assertion which is proved along the same lines as Proposition 1.6: 
Proposition 1.7. If a space X is cleavable over a class of c-simple spaces, then X itself 
is c-simple. 
Now we can reformulate Proposition 1.6 in the following way: 
Corollary 1.8. Every space X which is cleavable over R (over a subclass of 2’) is c-simple. 
Corollary 1.9. If X is cleavable over IR (over a subclass of Z), then every dense 
connected subset of X is open in X. 
Example 1.10. Let X be the subspace of the Euclidian space lR* formed by two 
perpendicular straight lines (i.e., X is a “cross”). Then obviously X is c-simple. 
We shall prove later (see Example 3.6 in Section 3) that the space X is cleavable 
neither over R nor over any LOTS. 
An important technical assertion concerning cleavability over [w is the following: 
Proposition 1.11. Let X be a c-simple space. Then for every connected subset C of X 
the subspace c\C is discrete and closed in X. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.6 the set c\C is closed in c and hence is closed in X. 
Assume that a point x E c\C is not isolated in c\C. Then the set Ct = C u {x} is 
connected but not open in the space C+ = c-a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 1.12. If a space X is cleavable over R, then for every connected subset C of 
X the subspace c\C is discrete and closed in X. 
Applying Proposition 1.6 in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 1.11 we 
get: 
Corollary 1.13. Let A be a nowhere dense nondiscrete subset of a space X and let X 
be cleavable along A over R. Then the complement X\A is not connected. 
Another observation which is very useful in the study of spaces cleavable over [w 
is the following: 
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Proposition 1.14. Let X be a space which is cleavable over the class 2’. Then the interior 
of every nontrivial connected subset C of X is nonempty. 
Proof. Take any x E C and put A = C\(x). Fix a continuous mapping 4 :X + Y, 
where Y is a linearly ordered topological space and A = 4_l(d(A)). Then 4(x) e! 
+(A) but 4(x) E +(A) which implies that 4(C) is a nontrivial connected subset of 
Y. There exists a nonempty open subset U of Y contained in 4(C). Obviously 
1 UI > 1. It follows that +-‘( U\{~(X)}) . IS a nonempty open subset of X contained 
in A and hence contained in C. 0 
Recall that a space X is said to be totally disconnected if every connected subset 
of X is trivial. 
Corollary 1.15. If a space X is cleavable over the class 2’ and Y is a subspace of X 
such that the interior of Y is empty, then Y is totally disconnected. 
2. Cleavability over W and dimension 
In this section we introduce a new function of dimensional type and apply the 
results of Section 1 to obtain some results on this function. 
Let us say that the absolute dimension of a space X is equal to -1 if X is empty. 
In this case we write: adim = -1. The absolute dimension adim of a space 
X is zero if X is nonempty and zero dimensional in the usual sense. Assume that 
for some n E N+ we have already defined when adim < n. We shall say that 
adim = n if it is not true that adim < n but for every nowhere dense subspace 
Y of X the inequality adim( Y) < n holds. 
It is well known that every totally disconnected locally compact Hausdorff space 
is zero dimensional [4]. From Corollary 1.15 we now get: 
Proposition 2.1. Zf a space X is cleavable over R (over the class y), then all nonempty 
nowhere dense locally compact subspaces of X are zero dimensional. 
From Proposition 2.1 we derive: 
Theorem 2.2. Zf a nonempty locally compact space X is cleavable over R (over 2’), 
then either X is zero dimensional or X is absolutely one dimensional. 
A space X is called peripherally compact if there exists a base 3 of X such that 
for every U E 93 the boundary bd( U) = a\ U is compact. Obviously for every open 
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subset U of a space X the boundary set bd( U) is nowhere dense and closed in X. 
Applying Proposition 2.1 we obtain: 
Theorem 2.3. If a peripherally compact space X is cleavable over R (over a subclass 
ofT), then ind(X) s 1. 
Let us say that a nonempty space X is quasi zero dimensional if there exists a 
base 93 of X such that for each U E 93 the boundary set bd( U) is either empty or 
consists of only one point. A space X will be called peripherally connected if X 
has a base 93 such that the sets iI?\ U are connected for all U E 93. Proposition 1.14 
implies: 
Theorem 2.4. If a peripherally connected space X is cleavable over [w (over Y), then 
X is quasi zero dimensional. 
Obviously ind(X) G 1 for every quasi zero dimensional space X. Thus we have: 
Corollary 2.5. If a peripherally connected space X is cleavable over R (over a subclass 
ofp), then ind(X) G 1. 
Theorem 2.6. If X is a locally connected c-simple space, then ind(X) G 1. 
To prove Theorem 2.6 we have only to refer to Proposition 1.11. 
Corollary 2.5’. If a locally connected space X is cleavable over R, then ind(X) d 1. 
Theorems 2.2-2.4 and Corollary 2.5 also can be formulated in a general form. To 
do this we introduce the following concept. 
A space X will be called (weakly) c-thick if every nontrivial (closed) connected 
subset of X contains a nonempty open subset of X. By Proposition 1.14, every space 
cleavable over R is c-thick. 
Observe that the condition of weak c-thickness has been considered in the theory 
of continua (see [5,7]) without a name. 
The following assertions are easy to prove: 
Proposition 2.7. If a Hausdorfl space is weakly c-thick, then all closed nonempty 
nowhere dense locally compact subspaces of X are zero dimensional. 
Proposition 2.8. If a peripherally connected space X is weakly c-thick, then X is quasi 
zero dimensional and hence ind(X) s 1. 
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From Proposition 2.7 we obviously obtain: 
Proposition 2.9. If a nonempty locally compact Hausdorflspace X is weakly c-thick, 
then either X is zero dimensional or X is absolute one dimensional. 
Proposition 2.10. If a peripherally compact Hausdorfl X is weakly c-thick, then 
ind(X) s 1. 
Example 2.11. From Proposition 2.7 it follows that the square I x I is not c-simple 
and it is also clear that the square is not weakly c-thick. 
Example 2.12. Let X be the subspace of the Euclidean plane R2, defined as follows: 
X={(x,sin(~)):O~.x~I)v{(O,y):-IGyGl]. 
In other words, X is the graph of the function sin( l/x), where x E [0, 11, taken 
together with the limit segment. This space is not weakly c-thick since the subspace 
Y = ((0, y): 0~ y G 1) is closed connected infinite and nowhere dense in X. The 
space X is also not c-simple: the subspace C = X\{(O, y): 0~y < 1) is connected 
and dense in X while C is not open in C =X. 
Our next proposition permits to get new examples of non c-simple and nonweakly 
c-thick spaces. 
Proposition 2.13. (a) Every subspace of a c-simple space is c-simple; 
(b) every (closed) subspace of a (weakly) c-thick space is a (weakly) c-thick space. 
Problem 2.14. Is it true that every (weakly) c-thick compact Hausdorff (metrizable) 
space is c-simple? 
Observe that the continuum described in [5, p. 1781 is c-simple but not weakly 
c-thick. In relation with Problem 2.14 we mention the following: 
Proposition 2.15. If X is a compact metrizable space which is weakly c-thick, then 
ind(X) s 1. 
Proof. If ind(X) > 1, then there exists an indecomposable continuum Y c X such 
that 1 Yl> 1 (see [5, p. 1441). But every such Y is not weakly c-thick [5, p. 1451. 0 
Finally in this section let us consider some questions relating cleavability over R 
with the possibility to decompose the space into the union of two disjoint dense 
subspaces. Every space X which can be decomposed in this way will be called 
densely decomposable or a dd-space. It is clear that if X = YuZ, where F=X, 
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2 = X and Y n 2 = 0, then the interiors of Y and 2 are empty. Combining this 
observation with Proposition 1.14 we get: 
Theorem 2.16. Every densely decomposable space which is cleavable over R (over 2’) 
can be represented as the union of two totally disconnected subspaces. 
For example every Tychonoff space of point countable type without isolated 
points is densely decomposable. Thus we have: 
Corollary 2.17. If a Tychonoflspace X ofpoint countable type is cleavable over R and 
all points of X are nonisolated, then X can be represented as the union of two totally 
disconnected dense subspaces. 
Problem 2.18. Is it true that every (Tychonoff) space which is cleavable over R can 
be represented as the union of two totally disconnected subspaces? 
3. A characterization of compact connected spaces cleavable over R and examples 
In this section we characterize completely those connected compact spaces which 
are cleavable over R. To do that we need some special technical results concerning 
cleavability over R. With the help of these results we produce some elementary 
examples of spaces which are not cleavable over R. Most of the results remain valid 
if instead of R we take any connected linearly ordered topological space. In particular 
this is true for Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a space, A and B connected subsets of X, C a subset of X and 
let f: X + R be a continuous function on X such that: 
- - 
(1) OE (f(A) nf(B))\f(C); 
(2) AcA\C; 
(3) Bc c; 
(4) f(x) > 0 for some x E B; 
(5) C =f -‘(f(C)). 
Thenf(x)>OforeachxE Bandf(x)~Oforeachx~A. Inparticularf(A)n f(B)= 
0. 
Proof. From Oe f( C) and B = C it follows that O@ f( B). Since f(B) is connected 
and f(x) > 0 for some x E B we conclude that f(x) > 0 for all x E B. Since 0 E f (B) 
there exists /3 > 0 such that 
IO, P[cf(B) cf(C). 
Assume that f(x) > 0 for some x E A. Since f(A) is connected and 0 E f(A) there 
exists y E A such that f(y) ~10, B[. From AC A\C we conclude that there exists 
z E A\C such that f (z) E IO, B[. On the other hand IO, p[ c f( C) which implies that 
z E f -‘( f( C)) = C, contradicting z E C. It follows that f(x) G 0 for all x E A. 0 
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Lemma 3.2. Let X be a topological space, A and B subsets of X and f: X +R a 
continuous function such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) the sets A and l? are connected; 
(2) AnB=0 andAnB=0; 
(3) fP’(f(AuB))=AuB; 
(4) f(x)<0 for each XEAUL?; 
(5) OE (f(A)\f(A)) n (f(B)\f(B)). 
Then thereexistsa<Osuch thatf(A)n]o,O[=f(B)n]a,O[. 
Proof. Clearly the sets f (A) and f (B) are infinite. Since f (A) and f (l?) are connected, 
from conditions (4) and (5) it follows that [a, 0[ c f(A) n f (I?) for some (Y < 0. Let 
us show that f(A)n]a,O[=f(B)n]a,O[. A ssume the contrary. It is enough to 
consider the case when there exists y E (f(B) n ]a, O[)\ f (A). Then y E [(Y, 0[ c f (A). 
Hence we can find x E A\A such that f(x) = y. Since y E f( B), we have: x E 
f -‘( f (B)) c f -‘( f (A u B)) = A u B. Taking into account that x .@ A we conclude that 
x E B which contradicts An B = 0. q 
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a regular T, space and let A,, AZ, B be pairwise disjoint 
subsets of X such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) xn(A,uB)=0=&n(A,uB); 
- 
(2) & and AZ are connected; 
(3) A, is homeomorphic to the space of rational numbers and A2 is homeomorphic 
to the space of irrational numbers; 
(4) B is connected; 
(5) AZ is compact. 
Let f : X + II2 be a continuous function such that f -‘( f (C)) = C, where C = A, u B u 
- - - - 
A,, (f(A,)nf(B))\f(C)f0 and (f(A2)nf(B))\f(C)+0. 
Then f -‘(f( B)) = B, f(B) is open in R and B is open in X. 
- - 
Proof. Without any loss of generality we can assume that 0 E (f (A,) n f (B))lf( C). 
Then 0 $ f (B) # 0 since B c C, and 0 E f(B). Thus we can assume also that f(x) > 0 
for some x E B. 
- 
We put A = A,. By one of our conditions the set A is connected. Since f(A,) = 
(f(A,)) we have: 
- - 
0~ (f(A) nf(B))\f(C). 
The set A\A, is dense in A because A is connected and A, is countable. Since 
?i,n (A, u B) = 0, we have: A\A, = A\C. Thus A\C = A. 
Now it is possible to apply Lemma 3.1. Hence f(x) > 0 for all x E B and f(x) S 0 
for all x E A. In particular, f(A,) nf(B) = 0. 
Let us show now that 
- - 
Og (f(A*)nf(B))\f(C). 
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Assume the contrary. Repeating the argument above we arrive at the following 
- 
conclusions: f(x) < 0 for all x E A2 and f(A2) n B = 0. 
Then f(A,) nf(B) = 0 and f(A2) nf( B) = 0. From f-‘(f( C)) = A, u A2 u B it 
follows now that fP’(f(B)) = B and fP’(A, u AZ) = A, u AZ. It is clear that 
0~ (f(Ar)\f(Ar)) n (f(M). 
- 
By condition (1) we also have: A, n A2 = 0 and &n A, = 0. 
We see now that all the conditions of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied for A = A, and 
B = A*. It follows that f(A,) n ]a, 0[ =f(A2) n ]a, 0[ for some LY < 0. 
- 
Let g =fl A2 be the restriction off to the compact subspace A,. The mapping - 
g : A, + R is perfect and g-‘(g(A,)) = A2 since A, n A, = 0 and f -‘( f(A, u AZ)) = 
A, u A,. It follows that the mapping f2 : A2 + f(A2), defined by f2(x) = f(x) for all 
x~A2, is also a perfect mapping; hence the space f(A2) is tech-complete which 
implies that the space f(A2) n]~, O[ is also Tech-complete. On the other hand 
f(A,) n]a, 0[ is a countable dense subset of ](.u, 0[ (observe that ]a, 0[ c f(A,)). But 
no countable dense subspace of ]a, 0[ can be tech-complete. Thus f(A,) n ]a, 0[ # 
f (AS) n ]a, 0[-a contradiction. 
- - 
It follows that Oa(f(A2)n f(B))\f(C). H ence there exists a # 0 such that a E 
(f(A2)n f(B))\f(C). Since f(x)>O, for all XE B, we have: a>O. From OEf(B) it 
follows that there exists y E f (B) such that y < a. Now we can apply Lemma 3.1 to 
- 
the pair B, A2 with minor modifications: a is in the role of 0 and the inequality 
f(x) < a plays the role of the inequality f(x) > 0. Hence f(x) < a for each x E B and 
f(x) 2 a for each x E A,. Since f(B) is connected we can conclude now that 
f(B) = IO, 4 and f(B) nf(A,) = 0. H ence f(B) is open in K!. We have also: f(B) n 
f(A,)=0 and A,uBuA,=fP’(f(A ,u BuA,)). Thus fP’(f(B))= B. Since f(B) 
is open the set B is open in X. 0 
From Proposition 3.3 by an easy argument we obtain: 
Corollary 3.4. If a space X is cleavable over R, then every subspuce J of X which is 
homeomorphic to R is open in X. 
Proof. We can assume that J =]O, l[ c X. Take any x E IO, l[, fix a, b, c, d E J such 
that 0 < a < b < x < c < d < 1, denote by A, the set of all rational numbers of the 
interval ]a, b[ and denote by A, the set of all irrational numbers of the interval 
]c, d[. Put B = lb, c[, C = A, u B u A, and take any continuous function f: X + [w 
which cleaves X along C, i.e., such that f -‘(f(C)) = C. As X is regular, by 
Proposition 3.3 the set B = lb, c[ is open in X. Since x E B c J we conclude that J 
is open in X. 0 
Observe that the set f (B) in the proof of Corollary 3.4 is open in R by Proposition 
3.3. It is also connected. Hence f(]b, c[) is an interval in [w, i.e., f(]b, c[) =]I-, , r2[ 
for some rl , r, E R. Since f ([ b, c]) is closed, f ([ b, c]) = [r, , r2] and this implies that 
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f(b)=r,, f(c)=r, orf(b)=b, f(c)=r,. By this argument we have proved the 
following assertion: 
Proposition 3.5. Let X be a space cleavable over [w and let IO, l[ c X. Then for any 
interval lb, c[, where 0 < b < c < 1, there exists a continuous mapping f: X + R such 
thatf(]b, c[)=]O, l[,f(b)=O,f(c)= 1 and lb, c[ =f-‘(IO, l[). 
Example 3.6. Let X be the subspace of the Euclidean space R* defined as follows: 
X= YuZ, where Y={(x,O): -1s~ G 1) and Z = ((0, l/n): n E N’}. By Corollary 
3.4 the space X is not cleavable over R since the interval {(x, 0): -1 <x < l} c X is 
not open in X. As X is a subspace of the space “cross” considered in Example 
1.10, the “cross” is also not cleavable over R. By the same argument the “letter” T 
is not cleavable over R. 
Proposition 3.7. Let X be a space cleavable over R and let us assume that IO, l[ is a 
subspace of X. Then every point of the interval IO, l[ is a cut point of X, i.e., X\(x) 
is not connected for each x E 10, l[. 
Proof. Take any x E IO, l[ and fix a, b E R such that 0 < a < x < b < 1. By Proposition 
3.3, IO, l[ is open in X. Hence the subspace Y = X\]a, b[ is closed in X. By 
Proposition 3.5, there exists a continuous mapping f: X+ [w such that f(a) =O, 
f(b)=1 and f-‘(]O,l[)=]a,b[. We have: f(Y)n]O,l[=@, while f(Y)3O=f(a) 
and f(Y)31=f(b). It follows that P,= Ynf-‘({xER:x<O}) and P2= Yn 
f -‘({x E R: x 2 1)) are disjoint closed subsets of Y such that P, u P2 = Y, a E P, and 
b E P2_ We put now fi, = P, u ]a, x[ and p2 = P2 u lx, b[. Since ]a, x[ = [a, x], lx, b[ = 
A A 
[x, b] the sets P, and P2 are closed in X\{x}. They are disjoint, nonempty and cover 
X\(x). Hence X\(x) is not connected. 0 
Corollary 3.8. The circumference S’ is not cleavable over R. 
The following assertion is known at least for metrizable compact connected spaces 
(see [5, p. 177]), but our argument seems to be more elementary than in [5, p. 1961, 
and gives more general results. 
A continuum X is said to be hereditarily locally connected if every continuum 
C c X is locally connected. 
Proposition 3.9. Every connected compact Hausdorflspace X which is weakly c-thick 
is hereditarily locally connected. 
Proof. Obviously it is sufficient to prove that X itself is locally connected. Let x E X 
and let 0, be an open neighbourhood of x. We put F = O,\O,. For any y E 0, let 
- 
C, be the component of 0, containing y. Since X is compact and connected, 
C, n F # 0 for every y E 0, (see [ 5,7]). Hence 1 C,,l > 1 which implies that the interior 
of C, is nonempty for all y E O,, as X is weakly c-thick. Thus the open set 
V.=int(C,)#O. 
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Let us show that x E V,. Assume the contrary. Then x E B = O,\ V,. Denote by P 
the component of B containing x. Clearly C, u P is a connected subset of 0, (since 
x E C, n P) which implies that P c C,. If IPI > 1, then there exists a nonempty open 
subset G of X such that Cc P. Then Cc int(P) c int(C,) = V,, contradicting 
P c B c X\ V,. Hence P = {x}. Since B is compact there exists a subset W c B which 
is open and closed in B and satisfies the following conditions: x E W c 0, and 
W n F = (3. Since x & V, = int( C,), we have: x E X\C, . Hence x E O,\C, . Obviously 
O,\C, c O,\ V, c B. Thus there exists y E W such that y E C,. Then C, n C, = 0 
which implies that C,, n V, = 0. Since C,, c 0,) we have: C, c O,\ V, = B. Thus the 
set M = C, n W is open and closed in C,; the set M is not empty since y E M. On 
the other hand the set C, n F is not empty. From W n F = $3 it follows that the set 
L = C,\ W is not empty. Obviously L is closed in C, and L n M = 0. Thus C, = Lv M 
is the union of two disjoint nonempty closed sets in contradiction with connectedness 
of C,. This means that XE V, which implies that X is locally connected. 0 
From Propositions 1.14 and 3.9 we derive: 
Corollary 3.10. Every connected compact space cleavable over R is hereditarily locally 
connected. 
Recall that a space X is said to be pathwise connected if for every two different 
points x, y E X there exists a subspace I of X homeomorphic to the segment [0, l] 
and containing x and y. Such a subspace will be called a segment in X. Iff: [0, l] + I 
is a homeomorphism of [0, l] onto 1, then the points f(0) and f(1) are called ends 
of the segment I. If I is a segment in X, we may identify I with the segment [a, b] 
of [W-this is technically convenient. 
The next lemma is obvious: 
Lemma 3.11. Let X be a pathwise connected space, I be a segment in X and a E X\I. 
Then there exists a segment [a, b] in X such that [a, b] n I = {b}. 
Proposition 3.12. Every pathwise connected compact space X containing more than 
one point, which is cleavable over R, is homeomorphic to a segment. 
Proof. Since X is a continuum, by a theorem of Moore (see [5, p. 118]), there exist 
two different points a, b E X neither of which is a cut point of X, i.e., such that the 
sets X\(a) and X\(b) are connected. Let us fix a segment [a, b] c X joining a to 
b. We are going to prove that X = [a, b]. 
Assume the contrary and fix a point c E X\[a, b]. By Lemma 3.11 there exists a 
segment [c, d] in X such that [c, d] n [a, b] = {d}. Since the interval ]a, b[ is open 
in X (by Corollary 3.4), d ~]a, b[-otherwise the singleton {d} would have been 
an open subset of the segment [c, d]. Thus d = a or d = b. Let d = b (the case d = a 
is treated similarly). Then the subspace J = [a, b] u [d, c] = [a, b] u [b, c] is obviously 
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a segment in X with ends in a and c. Thus J = [a, c] and 6 E ]a, c[. By Proposition 
3.7, b must be a cut point of X, contradicting the choice of a and b. Hence 
X=[a,b]. 0 
Corollary 3.13. Let X be a locally connected compact space. Then the following 
conditions ure equivalent: 
(a) X is cleavable over R; 
(b) X is homeomorphic to the free topological sum of a finite family of segments 
and singletons; 
(c) X is homeomorphic to a subspuce of R. 
Proof. Clearly (b) implies (c) and (c) implies (a). It remains to prove that (a) implies 
(b). Since X is compact and cleavable over R, X is metrizable (see [3]). Being 
compact and locally connected, X is a free topological sum of its components, 
which are also locally connected. But every metrizable, connected, locally connected 
compact space is pathwise connected [S]. All that remains is to apply Proposition 
3.12. 0 
Theorem 3.14. Every nontrivial continuum X which is cleavable over R is homeomorphic 
to the segment [0, 11. 
Proof. Since every locally connected metric continuum is pathwise connected, this 
assertion follows from Propositions 3.9 and 3.12. 0 
Some results which are essential for the proof of Theorem 3.14 remain valid when 
we replace cleavability over R by cleavability over Z” i.e., by cleavability over the 
class of all linearly ordered topological spaces. We can also replace pathwise 
connectedness with the following condition of generalized pathwise connectedness: 
every two different points x, y E X are contained in a subspace J c X which is 
homeomorphic to a compact connected linearly ordered topological space. Such 
spaces will be called LOTS-connected. Taking into account these observations we 
obtain the following versions of Propositions 3.9 and 3.12. 
Theorem 3.15. Zf X is a compact space which is cleavable over the class 2? of all LOTS 
and X is LOTS-connected, then X is itself homeomorphic to a compact connected 
linearly ordered topological space. 
Theorem 3.16. Zf X is a connected compact space cleavable over the class 2, then X 
is locally connected. 
Problem 3.17. Is it true that every connected compact space X which is cleavable 
over the class 2 of all LOTS is itself a linearly ordered topological space? 
Taking into account that cleavability over R is a hereditarily property we derive 
from Theorem 3.14, Proposition 1.14 and the preceding result the following: 
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Proposition 3.12’. Let X be a compact space cleavable over IF%. Then: 
(1) every nontrivial component of X is homeomorphic to the segment [0, l] under 
a homeomorphism 4 such that the set 4(]0, l[) is open in X; 
(2) the set 8 of all nontrivial components of X is at most countable; 
(3) X = Y u Z where Z is a zero dimensional compact space, Y = X\Z and Y = 
u{J,,: n E N’}, where each J,, is open in X and is either empty or homeomorphic to the 
interval IO, l[, and the family {J,,: n EN’} is disjoint. 
Proof. Theorem 3.14 and its proof imply (1). Nontrivial components of X have 
nonempty interiors by Proposition 1.14. Since X is metrizable the Souslin number 
of X is countable. Hence condition (2) is satisfied. 
By Theorem 3.14 and Corollary 3.4 every nontrivial component C of X can be 
represented in the form C = Jc u Dc-, where Jc is open in X and is homeomorphic 
to IO, l[ and the set DC consists of two points. The system { Jc : C E SF?} is obviously 
disjoint and countable by (2). We put Y = u{J,-: C E S}. The subspace Z = X\ Y 
of X is compact and it is clear that Z does not contain nontrivial connected subsets. 
Hence Z is zero dimensional. 0 
In [6, Theorem 1.2.3, p. 3171, Moore has shown that every compact space which 
satisfies the conditions (l)-(3) of Proposition 3.12’ is homeomorphic to a subspace 
of R. Thus we have: 
Theorem 3.18. Every compact Hausdorflspace which is cleavable over R is homeomor- 
phic to a subspace of R. 
Observe that from the results above we get as a byproduct the following charac- 
terization of the segment: 
Theorem 3.19. A space X is homeomorphic to the segment [0, l] if the following 
conditions are satisfied: X is compact, Hausdorfl, connected, injinite, every nontrivial 
closed connected subset of X contains a nonempty open subset, all subspaces of X 
which are homeomorphic to the interval IO, l[ are open in X and X does not contain 
a subspace homeomorphic to the circumference. 
Proof. For the proof of Theorem 3.19 it is sufficient to refer to Propositions 3.9, 
3.12 and Theorem 3.14. 
4. Cleavability and unicoherence. Another approach to cleavability over W 
We can prove Theorem 3.14 by a slightly different argument which shall now be 
described. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let f be a mapping of a set X into a set Y and A, B c X, An B = C, u C, 
where C, and C, are disjoint. Let us assume also that thefollowing condition is satisjed: 
f-‘(f(A\G)) = A\G. 
Then : 
(a) f(G) nf(G) = 0; 
@I f(A) nf(B) =f(G) uf(G). 
Proof. Clearly C, c A\C2 and f( CJ nf(A\&) = 0. Hence f( C,) nf( C,) = 0. 
Obviously, f(C,)uf(C,)=f(AnB)cf(A)nf(B). Let y~f(A)nf(B) and y& 
f(G). Then y E~(A\CJ and f-‘(y) c~'(~(A\CJ) = A\Cz. It follows that 
0#f-‘(y) n Bc(A\CJn Bc C, 
which implies that y ~f( C,). 0 
Proposition 4.2. Let f be a continuous mapping of a space X into a Hausdorflspace 
Y and A, B c X, A n B = C, u C2, where C, and C2 are disjoint nonempty compact 
subspaces of X. Let us assume also that: 
f -‘(f(A\C,)) = A\C,. 
Zhenf(A)nf(B)=f(C,)uf(CJ, wheref(C,) andf(CJ arenonemptydisjointclosed 
subsets of Y; hence the subspace f(A) n f( B) of Y is not connected. 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 4.1. 0 
Let us say that a space X is hereditarily unicoherent if for every two closed 
connected subsets A and B of X the intersection An B is connected (see [5]). 
Proposition 4.2 obviously implies the following: 
Theorem 4.3. If X is a compact space cleavable over the class of all hereditarily 
unicoherent Hausdorff spaces, then X is also hereditarily unicoherent. 
Corollary 4.4. Every compact space cleavable over R is hereditarily unicoherent. 
Corollary 4.5. If a compact space X is cleavable over R, then X does not contain a 
subspace homeomorphic to the circumference. 
Proposition 4.4. If a connected compact space is cleavable over the class of all unicoher- 
ent continua (see [S]) by means of surjective continuous mappings, then X also is 
unicoherent. 
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Proof. This also follows from Proposition 4.2. 0 
Proposition 4.7. Every compact space which is cleavable over the class of all connected 
Hausdor-spaces by means of surjective continuous mappings is connected. 
The proof is straightforward. 
After some trivial modifications of the proof of [5, Theorem 2, Section 45, IV, 
p. 1961, we get: 
Proposition 4.8. If in a continuum Y there exist a sequence 5 = {K,: n E N’} of continua 
K, c Y, a continuum K and a point a E K such that lim,,, K, = K #{a} and K, n 
(K\(a)) = 0 for any n EN+, then there exists a continuum Cc Y which is not locally 
connected. 
The following assertion is also well known (see [5, p. 1761): 
Proposition 4.9. If a metrizable continuum X is not locally connected, then there exist 
in X a sequence 5, a continuum K and a point a E K such as in Proposition 4.8. 
Theorem 4.10. If a metrizable continuum X is cleavable over the class of all hereditarily 
locally connected continua, then X itself is hereditarily locally connected. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exist 6, K and a E K such as in Proposition 
4.8. Put A = kJ{ K,: n E N’} u {a} and fix a continuous mapping f of X into a 
hereditarily locally connected continuum Y such that f -‘( f(A)) = A. Then the 
continuum Y, the sequence {f (K, ): n E N’} of continua in Y, the continuum B = f (A) 
and the point b = f (a) satisfy (with the obvious change of notations) all requirements 
in Proposition 4.8. Hence Y is not hereditarily locally connected-in contradiction 
with the choice of Y. 0 
Recall that a dendrite is a locally connected metrizable continuum which does 
not contain a subspace homeomorphic to the circumference. All dendrites are 
hereditarily locally connected (see [5, p. 226]), and hereditarily unicoherent (see 
[5, P. 2251). 
Theorem 4.11. Zf a continuum X is cleavable over the class of all dendrites, then X 
itself is a dendrite. 
Proof. Clearly X is metrizable [3]. By Theorem 4.3 the space X is hereditarily 
unicoherent and hence does not contain a subspace homeomorphic to the circumfer- 
ence. By Theorem 4.10, X is locally connected. Hence X is a dendrite. 0 
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Observe that not every dendrite is a weakly c-thick space (see [5, p. 1781). 
Observe also that in order to prove that every continuum cleavable over IR is 
pathwise connected we can refer to the following result (see [5, p. 1551): 
Proposition 4.12. If a metrizable continuum X is irreducible between points a and b 
of X, where a # b and X is weakly c-thick, then X is homeomorphic to the segment [0, 11. 
This assertion is especially effective in combination with another well-known 
result: every two points a and b of an arbitrary continuum X are contained in a 
continuum Cc X which is irreducible between a and b (see [5,7]). 
For the proof of Theorem 3.14 now we can refer to Theorem 4.11, which implies 
that every continuum cleavable over R is a dendrite. The remaining part of the 
argument coincides with the proof of Proposition 3.12. 
However the approach we have sketched in this section seems to be less elementary 
and more restricted-in this way we cannot prove that the space in Example 3.6 is 
not cleavable over R, and not all results concerning cleavability over LOT%, 
formulated in Section 3, can be obtained in this way. 
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